
FUCK THE 
AGE OF CONSENT! 

As a queer teenager I'm often expected to support other gay and 
bisexual men in their quest for an equal age of consent. When I 
give the 'politically incorrect' stance of not supporting them 
they seem to have a look of complete disbelief on their faces and 
often attack me and patronise me as a young child who "just 
doesn't understand politics". Any age of consent oppresses me, 
allowing the state to have control over when I'm allowed sex. 
I wanted sex at 11 and would have taken it had it been offered. 
As I see it, an age of consent protects nobody. It doesn't stop 
abuse or give young people (straight or gay) the power to say 
"no", or report the abuse. All it does is create an aura of fear 
around sex for the queer under 21 or the straight woman under 16. 
Once 21 or 16 are reached, it ' s almost as if we must have sex to 
be considered normal or just because we've reached the age when 
we shou ld be consenting. The age of consent doesn't do anything 
other than oppress, create fear, and allow the state to control 
our most personal feelings and desires. It's as if they have 
crea ted the law to make sure we feel ashamed and keep to their 
morals. It's up to each person whether they have sex at 6 or 12 
or 16 or 21 or 69 or never, and there should be in f o r mation about 
sex and access to safer sex mater ials at any age. So whenever 
they ask me about the age of consent I'll say NO to 21, NO to 16, 
NO to 16, and NO t o the age of consent itself. Abuse can't be 
stopped by the law, neither can protection be given; but con trol , 
guilt and fear can and will occur. 

FUCK 21, FUCK 18, FUCK 16, WE SAY FUCK 'mE 1\GE OF CONSEN.l' ! 
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You may have thought you'd escaped 
dolphins for one issue ... 
but no you haven't! This is an 
editorial from the Sunday Sport . 
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Worpen are hav ing nookle with 
DOLPHINS, claims a marine expert. 

The randy lrtrls climb Into aquariums In 

mammalian foreplay before tull sex. 
Sounds /Uhy. But when It comes to exotfc 
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